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1.3 Introduction to Cultural Evolution 

























































































































































































































1.5 Outreach through exhibitions 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 Style of pictorial representation is 











Pictorial	 representation	 is	 a	 key	 human	 behaviour.	 Cultures	 around	 the	world	 have	made	
images	to	convey	information	about	living	kinds,	objects	and	ideas	for	at	least	75,000	years,	in	
forms	as	diverse	as	 cave	paintings,	 religious	 icons	and	emojis.	However,	 styles	of	pictorial	
representation	vary	greatly	between	cultures	and	historical	periods.	In	particular,	they	can	
differ	 in	 figurativeness,	 i.e.	varying	 from	detailed	depictions	of	subjects	 to	stylised	abstract	
forms.	Here	we	show	that	pictorial	styles	can	be	shaped	by	intergroup	contact.	We	use	data	
from	 experimental	 micro-societies	 to	 show	 that	 drawings	 produced	 by	 groups	 in	 contact	
tended	to	become	more	figurative	and	transparent	to	outsiders,	whereas	in	isolated	groups	
drawings	 tended	 to	 become	 abstract	 and	 opaque.	 These	 results	 indicate	 that	 intergroup	
contact	is	likely	to	be	an	important	factor	in	the	cultural	evolution	of	pictorial	representation,	
because	the	need	to	communicate	with	outsiders	ensures	that	some	figurativeness	is	retained	































































































































































































































































2.2.2 Phase 2 – Surveys 
2.2.2.1 Transparency Survey 
In	this	survey,	naïve	participants	(i.e.	people	who	did	not	take	part	in	Phase	1)	were	
asked	to	match	different	drawings	from	the	Pictionary	game	with	their	meanings.	






































































2.3.1 Quantitative results 
Are drawings from the contact condition more likely to be interpreted 























Are the drawings from the contact condition more likely to be figurative 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































3 Styles of pictorial representation 
are shaped by group contact: a 












































































































3.2.1 Selection of material 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4.2 Main challenges 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.1 Chapter 2 Appendix 
A.1.1 Supplementary Methods 














A.1.1.2 Bayesian models: structure, priors and chain convergence 
1. Transparency	model	
The	code	of	the	Transparency	model	is	the	following:	
m1 <- map2stan( 
      alist( 
        Correct ~ dbinom (Total_trials, p), 
        logit(p) <- a + 
        + a_Concept[Concept]  
        + a_Questionnaire[Questionnaire]  
        + a_Drawing[Drawing]  
        + b_List*List  
        + b_KindConcept*Kind_of_Concept 
        + b_Contact*Contact  
        + b_Control*Control, 
        a ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        a_Concept[Concept] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_concept),  
        a_Questionnaire[Questionnaire] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_questionnaire), 
        a_Drawing[Drawing] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_drawing), 
        b_List ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        b_KindConcept ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        b_Contact ~ dnorm(0,10), 
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        b_Control ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        sigma_concept ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
        sigma_drawing ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
        sigma_questionnaire ~ dcauchy(0,1) 
        ), 
      data = surveydata, warmup = 1000, iter = 4000, chains = 3 















                     Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a                   -1.36   0.41      -2.01      -0.70  1620    1 
b_List              -0.12   0.45      -0.82       0.60  1933    1 
b_KindConcept        0.46   0.44      -0.22       1.17  1737    1 
b_Contact            1.75   0.20       1.44       2.07  2896    1 
b_Control           -0.21   0.20      -0.53       0.11  2863    1 
sigma_concept        1.00   0.18       0.74       1.26  9000    1 
sigma_drawing        1.06   0.06       0.96       1.14  2031    1 




m1 <- map2stan( 
  alist( 
    Figurativeness ~ dbinom (TotalTrials, p), 
    logit(p) <- a + 
      + a_Concept[Concept]  
    + a_Drawing[Drawing]  
    + b_List*List  
    + b_KindConcept*KindOfConcept 
    + b_Contact*Contact  
    + b_Control*Control, 
    a ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    a_Concept[Concept] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_concept),  
    a_Drawing[Drawing] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_drawing), 
    b_List ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    b_KindConcept ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    b_Contact ~ dnorm(0,10), 
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    b_Control ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    sigma_concept ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
    sigma_drawing ~ dcauchy(0,1) 
  ), 















               Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a             -1.73   0.38      -2.32      -1.11  2755    1 
b_List        -0.34   0.41      -0.99       0.30  3181    1 
b_KindConcept -1.04   0.42      -1.73      -0.39  2941    1 
b_Contact      1.71   0.20       1.41       2.03  3457    1 
b_Control     -0.09   0.21      -0.41       0.25  3969    1 
sigma_concept  0.92   0.19       0.62       1.18  5313    1 
sigma_drawing  1.69   0.09       1.55       1.83  2772    1 
 
A.1.2 Supplementary Results  












A.1.2.1.1 Additional Transparency model 
The	additional	Transparency	model	(here	named	New)	was:	
New <- map2stan( 
      alist( 
        Correct ~ dbinom (Total, p), 
        logit(p) <- a + 
          a_Concept[Concept] + 
          a_Questionnaire[Questionnaire] + 
          a_Drawing[Drawing] + 
          a_Population[Population] + 
          b_List*List + 
          b_KindConcept*KindConcept + 
          b_Contact*Contact + 
          b_Control*Control, 
        a ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        a_Concept[Concept] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_concept),  
        a_Questionnaire[Questionnaire] ~ dnorm(0, 
sigma_questionnaire), 
        a_Drawing[Drawing] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_drawing), 
        a_Population[Population] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_population), 
        b_List ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        b_KindConcept ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        b_Contact ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        b_Control ~ dnorm(0,10), 
        sigma_concept ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
        sigma_drawing ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
        sigma_questionnaire ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
        sigma_population ~ dcauchy(0,1) 
        ), 
      data = surveydata, warmup = 1000, iter = 4000, chains = 3 




                     Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a                   -1.44   0.46      -2.14      -0.71  1117 1.00 
a_Concept[1]        -0.93   0.43      -1.64      -0.28  1473 1.00 
a_Concept[2]         0.31   0.44      -0.39       1.00  1186 1.00 
a_Concept[3]         0.98   0.43       0.27       1.61  1422 1.00 
a_Concept[4]        -0.07   0.43      -0.78       0.61  1353 1.00 
a_Concept[5]         0.87   0.43       0.18       1.53  1323 1.00 
a_Concept[6]        -0.13   0.44      -0.82       0.57  1329 1.00 
a_Concept[7]         0.09   0.43      -0.55       0.81  1518 1.00 
a_Concept[8]         0.37   0.43      -0.28       1.10  1309 1.00 
a_Concept[9]        -0.53   0.44      -1.21       0.17  1557 1.00 
a_Concept[10]       -0.06   0.43      -0.75       0.62  1341 1.00 
a_Concept[11]       -0.03   0.43      -0.70       0.67  1426 1.00 
a_Concept[12]       -0.76   0.44      -1.46      -0.06  1335 1.00 
a_Concept[13]       -1.36   0.44      -2.08      -0.68  1492 1.00 
a_Concept[14]        1.04   0.43       0.40       1.77  1545 1.00 
a_Concept[15]       -0.30   0.43      -0.99       0.38  1337 1.00 
a_Concept[16]       -1.33   0.45      -2.01      -0.60  1754 1.00 
a_Concept[17]        1.47   0.43       0.79       2.16  1407 1.00 
a_Concept[18]        0.08   0.43      -0.60       0.75  1442 1.00 
a_Concept[19]       -1.57   0.45      -2.32      -0.88  1474 1.00 
a_Concept[20]       -0.22   0.43      -0.89       0.45  1532 1.00 
a_Concept[21]        1.16   0.43       0.44       1.80  1394 1.00 
a_Concept[22]        1.64   0.43       0.97       2.33  1565 1.00 
a_Concept[23]        0.25   0.42      -0.38       0.95  1405 1.00 
a_Concept[24]       -0.95   0.45      -1.67      -0.25  1535 1.00 
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a_Questionnaire[1]   0.04   0.15      -0.19       0.29  1974 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[2]  -0.06   0.16      -0.31       0.18  1563 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[3]   0.08   0.16      -0.14       0.36  1426 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[4]  -0.04   0.15      -0.27       0.20  2674 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[5]  -0.02   0.15      -0.27       0.21  3182 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[6]   0.01   0.15      -0.24       0.23  3297 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[7]  -0.03   0.15      -0.27       0.23  2745 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[8]  -0.03   0.15      -0.25       0.22  2508 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[9]  -0.03   0.15      -0.28       0.20  3098 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[10] -0.01   0.15      -0.25       0.22  3207 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[11]  0.13   0.18      -0.10       0.42   919 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[12] -0.03   0.15      -0.28       0.20  3414 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[13]  0.09   0.16      -0.15       0.35  1982 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[14] -0.11   0.17      -0.36       0.13  1227 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[15]  0.05   0.15      -0.17       0.31  3112 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[16]  0.12   0.17      -0.11       0.40  1052 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[17] -0.14   0.18      -0.42       0.10  1058 1.00 
a_Questionnaire[18] -0.01   0.15      -0.24       0.23  3587 1.00 
a_Population[1]      0.19   0.35      -0.36       0.72  2063 1.00 
a_Population[2]     -0.19   0.36      -0.76       0.35  2226 1.00 
a_Population[3]      0.12   0.36      -0.44       0.65  2838 1.00 
a_Population[4]     -0.11   0.35      -0.62       0.43  3144 1.00 
a_Population[5]     -0.13   0.28      -0.54       0.31  2387 1.00 
a_Population[6]      0.20   0.29      -0.20       0.68  2298 1.00 
a_Population[7]     -0.41   0.30      -0.88       0.05  2143 1.00 
a_Population[8]      0.06   0.27      -0.36       0.49  2512 1.00 
a_Population[9]     -0.07   0.27      -0.49       0.37  2763 1.00 
a_Population[10]     0.35   0.29      -0.08       0.80  1625 1.00 
b_List               0.03   0.52      -0.77       0.88  1303 1.00 
b_KindConcept        0.45   0.44      -0.28       1.10   942 1.00 
b_Contact            1.76   0.40       1.14       2.34  1674 1.00 
b_Control           -0.20   0.39      -0.78       0.42  2022 1.00 
sigma_concept        1.00   0.18       0.72       1.25  3480 1.00 
sigma_drawing        1.05   0.06       0.96       1.14  1717 1.00 
sigma_questionnaire  0.16   0.10       0.00       0.28   347 1.01 






























                     Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a                   -1.44   0.46      -2.14      -0.71  1117 1.00 
b_List               0.03   0.52      -0.77       0.88  1303 1.00 
b_KindConcept        0.45   0.44      -0.28       1.10   942 1.00 
b_Contact            1.76   0.40       1.14       2.34  1674 1.00 
b_Control           -0.20   0.39      -0.78       0.42  2022 1.00 
sigma_concept        1.00   0.18       0.72       1.25  3480 1.00 
sigma_drawing        1.05   0.06       0.96       1.14  1717 1.00 
sigma_questionnaire  0.16   0.10       0.00       0.28   347 1.01 
sigma_population     0.40   0.19       0.12       0.67  1313 1.00 
 
Old	Model	
                     Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a                   -1.37   0.39      -1.97      -0.71  1319    1 
b_List              -0.11   0.43      -0.80       0.58  1586    1 
b_KindConcept        0.46   0.43      -0.25       1.12  1318    1 
b_Contact            1.76   0.20       1.45       2.07  2779    1 
b_Control           -0.20   0.20      -0.51       0.11  2832    1 
sigma_concept        1.00   0.17       0.73       1.25  9000    1 
sigma_drawing        1.06   0.06       0.97       1.15  1897    1 









A.1.2.1.2 Additional Style model 
The	additional	Style	model	(here	named	NewStyle)	was:	
NewStyle <- map2stan( 
  alist( 
    ProportionFigurative ~ dbinom (TotalTrials, p), 
    logit(p) <- a + 
    + a_Concept[Concept]  
    + a_Drawing[Drawing] 
    + a_Population[Population] 
    + b_List*List  
    + b_KindConcept*KindOfConcept 
    + b_Contact*Contact  
    + b_Control*Control, 
    a ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    a_Concept[Concept] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_concept),  
    a_Drawing[Drawing] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_drawing), 
    a_Population[Population] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_population), 
    b_List ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    b_KindConcept ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    b_Contact ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    b_Control ~ dnorm(0,10), 
    sigma_concept ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
    sigma_drawing ~ dcauchy(0,1), 
    sigma_population ~ dcauchy(0,1) 
  ), 




                  Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a                -1.73   0.63      -2.70      -0.74  2800    1 
a_Concept[1]      0.53   0.46      -0.21       1.26  5351    1 
a_Concept[2]      0.30   0.46      -0.40       1.04  4407    1 
a_Concept[3]     -0.16   0.47      -0.88       0.60  5337    1 
a_Concept[4]      0.87   0.47       0.08       1.58  4807    1 
a_Concept[5]     -1.42   0.53      -2.24      -0.58  6222    1 
a_Concept[6]     -0.77   0.48      -1.53      -0.03  5144    1 
a_Concept[7]     -0.23   0.48      -0.99       0.54  5218    1 
a_Concept[8]     -0.49   0.46      -1.26       0.22  4171    1 
a_Concept[9]      0.64   0.47      -0.08       1.40  4667    1 
a_Concept[10]    -0.19   0.46      -0.92       0.56  4815    1 
a_Concept[11]     0.85   0.47       0.12       1.61  4977    1 
a_Concept[12]     0.06   0.47      -0.64       0.83  4858    1 
a_Concept[13]     0.96   0.46       0.28       1.75  4662    1 
a_Concept[14]     0.15   0.47      -0.56       0.93  4577    1 
a_Concept[15]    -0.81   0.49      -1.62      -0.05  5828    1 
a_Concept[16]     0.75   0.46       0.01       1.49  4241    1 
a_Concept[17]     1.41   0.47       0.67       2.14  4336    1 
a_Concept[18]    -0.26   0.46      -1.03       0.44  4452    1 
a_Concept[19]     0.71   0.47      -0.04       1.44  4655    1 
a_Concept[20]     0.27   0.45      -0.45       0.96  4561    1 
a_Concept[21]    -1.76   0.57      -2.63      -0.84  6501    1 
a_Concept[22]    -0.48   0.47      -1.20       0.28  4648    1 
a_Concept[23]    -0.80   0.51      -1.59       0.02  6000    1 
a_Concept[24]    -0.16   0.46      -0.90       0.58  4218    1 
a_Population[1]   0.14   0.74      -1.01       1.30  6265    1 
a_Population[2]  -0.11   0.74      -1.19       1.13  5694    1 
a_Population[3]  -0.40   0.76      -1.59       0.74  5916    1 
a_Population[4]   0.39   0.77      -0.74       1.65  5102    1 
a_Population[5]   0.72   0.57      -0.18       1.60  3409    1 
a_Population[6]   0.50   0.58      -0.37       1.42  3133    1 
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a_Population[7]  -1.03   0.60      -2.01      -0.16  3188    1 
a_Population[8]  -0.49   0.57      -1.38       0.40  4573    1 
a_Population[9]  -0.58   0.58      -1.52       0.28  4520    1 
a_Population[10]  0.83   0.58      -0.05       1.75  4171    1 
b_List           -0.45   0.74      -1.61       0.69  3296    1 
b_KindConcept    -1.02   0.42      -1.70      -0.36  3696    1 
b_Contact         1.74   0.80       0.47       2.97  5072    1 
b_Control        -0.03   0.82      -1.33       1.20  4091    1 
sigma_concept     0.92   0.18       0.64       1.20  5832    1 
sigma_drawing     1.61   0.08       1.47       1.74  3020    1 

























                  Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a                -1.73   0.63      -2.70      -0.74  2800    1 
b_List           -0.45   0.74      -1.61       0.69  3296    1 
b_KindConcept    -1.02   0.42      -1.70      -0.36  3696    1 
b_Contact         1.74   0.80       0.47       2.97  5072    1 
b_Control        -0.03   0.82      -1.33       1.20  4091    1 
sigma_concept     0.92   0.18       0.64       1.20  5832    1 
sigma_drawing     1.61   0.08       1.47       1.74  3020    1 




            Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a             -1.74   0.39      -2.35      -1.13  2479    1 
b_List        -0.35   0.41      -0.99       0.31  3109    1 
b_KindConcept -1.03   0.43      -1.71      -0.37  2881    1 
b_Contact      1.71   0.20       1.38       2.02  3486    1 
b_Control     -0.10   0.21      -0.43       0.23  4079    1 
sigma_concept  0.93   0.18       0.63       1.19  5143    1 
sigma_drawing  1.69   0.09       1.55       1.82  2720    1 
 





















































































A.1.3 Supplementary Tables 
A.1.3.1 Supplementary table 1 - Summary of the frequentist models 
Models Predictors Coefficients SE 
z-










1.745*** .161 10.804 
 




- .201 .162 -1.241 
 





- .458 .378 1.210 
 





.119 .387 -0.306 
 






1.701*** .193 8.820 
 




- .096 .199 -0.482 
 














- .334 .353 -0.947 
 














A.1.3.2 Supplementary table 2 - Pair composition over the 36 rounds of the isolation 
condition 
 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Home Block 1 
Game 1 A-B D-E G-H 
Game 2 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 3 B-C E-F H-I 
Game 4 A-C D-F G-I 
Game 5 B-A E-D H-G 
Game 6 C-B F-E I-H 
Home Block 2 
Game 7 B-C E-F H-I 
Game 8 A-B D-E G-H 
Game 9 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 10 B-A E-D H-G 
Game 11 C-B F-E I-H 
Game 12 A-C D-F G-I 
Home Block 3 
Game 13 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 14 B-C E-F H-I 
Game 15 A-B D-E G-H 
Game 16 C-B F-E I-H 
Game 17 A-C D-F G-I 
Game 18 B-A E-D H-G 
Home Block 4 
Game 19 A-C D-E G-H 
Game 20 B-A F-D I-G 
Game 21 C-B E-F H-I 
Game 22 A-B D-F G-I 
Game 23 C-A E-D H-G 
Game 24 B-C F-E I-H 
Home Block 5 
Game 25 B-A E-F H-I 
Game 26 C-B D-E G-H 
Game 27 A-C F-D I-G 
Game 28 B-C E-D H-G 
Game 29 A-B F-E I-H 
Game 30 C-A D-F G-I 
Home Block 6 
Game 31 C-B F-E I-H 
Game 32 A-C D-F G-I 
Game 33 B-A E-D H-G 
Game 34 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 35 B-C E-F H-I 
Game 36 A-B D-E G-H 
Final stage: Individual drawing 
A.1.3.3 Supplementary table 3 - Pair composition over the 36 rounds of the contact 
condition 
 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Home Block 1 
Game 1 A-B D-E G-H 
Game 2 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 3 B-C E-F H-I 
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Game 4 A-C D-F G-I 
Game 5 B-A E-D H-G 
Game 6 C-B F-E I-H 
Travel Block 1 
Game 1 B-D H-A F-G 
Game 2 I-B E-H C-F 
Game 3 D-I A-E G-C 
Game 4 B-I H-E F-C 
Game 5 D-B A-H G-F 
Game 6 I-D E-A C-G 
Home Block 2 
Game 1 B-C E-F H-I 
Game 2 A-B D-E G-H 
Game 3 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 4 B-A E-D H-G 
Game 5 C-B F-E I-H 
Game 6 A-C D-F G-I 
Travel Block 2 
Game 1 C-H I-F E-B 
Game 2 D-C A-I G-E 
Game 3 H-D F-A B-G 
Game 4 C-D I-A E-G 
Game 5 H-C F-I B-E 
Game 6 D-H A-F G-B 
Home Block 3 
Game 1 C-A F-D I-G 
Game 2 B-C E-F H-I 
Game 3 A-B D-E G-H 
Game 4 C-B F-E I-H 
Game 5 A-C D-F G-I 
Game 6 B-A E-D H-G 
Travel Block 3 
Game 1 A-G E-C H-F 
Game 2 D-A I-E B-H 
Game 3 G-D C-I F-B 
Game 4 A-D E-I H-B 
Game 5 G-A C-E F-H 
Game 6 D-G I-C B-F 
Final stage: Individual drawing 
	
A.1.3.4 Supplementary table 4 - Pair composition over the 36 rounds of the control 
condition 
 Pairs 
Home Block 1 
Game 1 H-C 
Game 2 C-F 
Game 3 B-C 
Game 4 B-F 
Game 5 E-G 
Game 6 C-D 
Home Block 2 
Game 7 A-D 
Game 8 B-E 
Game 9 H-A 
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Game 10 D-G 
Game 11 I-B 
Game 12 A-C 
Home Block 3 
Game 13 B-D 
Game 14 F-H 
Game 15 G-H 
Game 16 G-A 
Game 17  C-G 
Game 18 E-H 
Home Block 4 
Game 19 F-G 
Game 20 E-I 
Game 21 F-I 
Game 22 I-C 
Game 23 E-F 
Game 24 H-I 
Home Block 5 
Game 25 G-B 
Game 26 G-I 
Game 27 A-B 
Game 28 D-F 
Game 29 A-E 
Game 30 I-A 
Home Block 6 
Game 31 I-D 
Game 32 D-E 
Game 33 D-H 
Game 34 C-E 
Game 35 F-A 
Game 36 H-B 
Final stage: individual drawing 
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A snake  
Snake  
A snake  
A snake  














A.2.2 Bayesian models: structure, priors and chain convergence  
A.2.2.1 Recognisability model 
The	code	of	the	Recognisability	model	is	the	following:		
m1 <- map2stan( 
  alist( 
    Recognisability ~ dbinom (30, p), 
    logit(p) <- a + 
      + a_Item[Item] 
      + a_Site[Site] 
      + a_questionnaire[questionnaire] 
      + b_AnthropomorphicContent*AnthropomorphicCntent 
      + b_Area*Area, 
          a ~ dnorm(0,10),    
          a_Item[Item] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_Item), 
          a_Site[Site] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_Site),  
          a_questionnaire[questionnaire] ~ dnorm(0, sigma_questionnaire),  
          b_AnthropomorphicContent ~ dnorm(0,10), 
          b_Area ~ dnorm(0,10),  
            sigma_Item ~ dcauchy(0,1),       
            sigma_Site ~ dcauchy(0,1),  
            sigma_questionnaire ~ dcauchy(0,1) 
  ), 















                   Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a               -0.72   0.39      -1.32      -0.10  1981    1 
b_AnthropomorphicContent  0.26   0.20      -0.06       0.58  2297    1 
b_Area      1.98   0.42       1.33       2.66  2169    1 
sigma_Item         1.10   0.09       0.96       1.23  3125    1 
sigma_Site          0.55   0.23       0.19       0.91   863    1 
sigma_questionnaire    0.40   0.23       0.03       0.69  1343    1 
A.2.2.2 Entropy model 
The	code	of	the	Entropy	model	is	the	following:		
m2 <- map2stan (alist( 
  entropyvalue ~ dnorm (mu, sigma), 
  mu <- a + a_Item[Item] + a_SiteN[SiteN] + a_SurveyN[SurveyN] + b_Human*Human + 
b_Area*Area, 
  a ~ dnorm(0,10), 
  a_Item[Item] ~ dnorm (0, tau_Item),  
  a_SiteN[SiteN] ~ dnorm(0, tau_SiteN),  
  a_SurveyN[SurveyN] ~ dnorm(0, tau_SurveyN),  
  b_Human ~ dnorm(0,10), 
  b_Area ~ dnorm(0,10),  
  tau_Item ~ dcauchy(0,10), 
  tau_SiteN ~ dcauchy(0,10),  
  tau_SurveyN ~ dcauchy(0,10), 
  sigma ~ dcauchy (0,10) 
), 














             Mean StdDev lower 0.89 upper 0.89 n_eff Rhat 
a            2.78   0.14       2.56       3.00  4182 1 
b_Human      0.24   0.08       0.12       0.37  7117 1 
b_Area      -1.74   0.16      -1.98      -1.50  4609 1 
tau_Item     0.32   0.13       0.11       0.51   118 1 
tau_SiteN    0.20   0.09       0.06       0.33  3193 1 
tau_SurveyN  0.13   0.11       0.00       0.24  3200 1 
sigma        0.30   0.14       0.07       0.50   107 1
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A.3.2 Exhibition content package: Sections 2 and 3 
A.3.2.1 Section 2 – Emoji for the global world 
	
	
2- Emoji for the global world
Structure for Section 2 – Emoji for the global world
● The problem





● …but are emoji really universal?
○ Variation in form
○ Variation in meaning
The problem
Isotype ISOBlissymbols









The babel of di!erent emoji 
systems: carriers “speak” 
di!erent languages; the risk of 
miscommunication is high
● Theoretical angle: a context of 
multiple language communities 
(dialects) trying to communicate 
with each other
Soft Bank set (animated)
● Emoji become animated; faces 
gain skin colour
KDDI Type D1 (animated)
● KDDI uses low resolution pixel 
art to create animated and 
multi-colour emojis; new emojis 







● Google used colour codes for 
types of emotions and types of 
objects
Emoji babel video animation
● Animation with an example of 
how emoji would mis-translate 
from one carrier to another. 
Texting with emojis from 
di!erent carriers was like two 
speakers talking di!erent 
languages.
Lessons from the 
past
Other designers dealing 
with a similar problem 
created standardised 
graphical codes to 
communicate with 
anyone in any place
● Theoretical angle: Local 
systems are inadequate for 
inter-group/global 
communication and need to 








Photographs of Otto and 
Marie Neurath, and G. Arntz
● A team of social scientists 
and designers wanted to 
create a graphical system 
for communicating 
scientific information 
clearly to anyone in the 
world
O. Neurath’s quotation
● They wanted to create 
universal pictures which 
would be easy to 
understand regardless of 
verbal languages
”…pictures, whose details are clear to 
everybody, are free from the limits of 
language; they are international. 
WORDS MAKE DIVISION, 
PICTURES MAKE CONNECTION” 






Book: International Picture 
Language (O. Neurath)
● Isotype is a graphical 
system aimed at 
communicating complex 
information clearly to 
anyone in the world
‘Isotype’ is Greek for ‘the 
same sign’, which 
summarises the essence of 




● Rule 1: One chief 
organisation sets 
the rules for forms 
and colours




● Rule 2: pictures must 
be clear in 
themselves, without 








● Rule 3: Pictures must 




● Rule 4: Pictures must 



















● Bliss designed a 
pictographic writing 
system intended for 
travellers to 
overcome linguistic 
barriers and be able 
to communicate 









● The documentary 
shows how 
Blissymbolics works 
and explains how it 
is rooted in a 
specific vision of 
how the world works
Handbook of 
Blissymbols
● Blissymbolics is 







● Bliss considered 
Blissymbols as a 
revolutionary system 








dictionary (selection) + 
soft printed blocks
● Bliss designed a 
dictionary of standard 
pictograms to be 
combined in sentences.
The dictionary is 
printed on the wall and 
on the soft blocks’ faces. 
Visitors can compose 
sentences with the 




● ISO (International 
Organization for 
Standardization) 
provides people all over 
the world with a 
coherent set of public 
information and safety 
graphical symbols to 








● ISO symbols are the 
same anywhere in the 
world; a technical 
committee, ISO/TC 145 
Graphical symbols, has 
defined internationally 
accepted requirements 
for designs, colours, 
content and shapes of 
graphical symbols
ISO 7001: public 
information 
symbols
● Each symbol has a 
fixed code and has 
been tested in 
multiple countries
The solution: a 
universal standard
Unicode standardises emoji by 
assigning a meaning, a fixed 







Digital interactive: Unicode Standard 
searchable chart
● The Unicode Consortium sets 
standardised codes for the 
representation of text in digital form. It 
assigns a number to each character of 
the world’s writing systems to ensure 
we all see the same characters when 
texting each other. Google and Apple 
asked Unicode to do the same for emoji 
characters.
Visitors can explore !e Unicode 
Standard chart and see if their writing 
system are present.
Mark Davis’s letter 
to Unicode
● M. Davis (Unicode) 
proposed that the 
Unicode Consortium 




with Mark Davies 
(Unicode co-
founder)
● He tells the story of 
how brands 
approached Unicode 
and persuaded them 










● Unicode accept 
emoji in their 
standard
Unicode 6.0: List 
of emoji with 
codes and names
● The Unicode 
Consortium assigns 
a name (i.e. a 
standard meaning) 
and a numeric code 
to each emoji for the 





● Unicode gives design 
guidelines for 
standard emoji, e.g. 
which direction they 
should face
“Direction (whether a person or object faces to the right 
or left, up or down) should also be maintained where 
possible, because a change in direction can change the 
meaning: when sending “crocodile shot by police”, 
people expect any recipient to see the pistol pointing in 
the same direction as when they composed it” 






Evolution of emoji 
across brands over 
time
● While the shape of the character 
can vary as long as it represents the 
standard meaning, Unicode 
suggests designers should maintain 
the same “core” shape, based on 
the shapes used mostly commonly 
in industry practice. Emoji across 
brands started gradually 
converging towards the same form
Educational activity
"Icons for the world"
● An educational activity for adults and children run in 
hourly slots. Sign-up spots will be available in multiple 
places along the exhibition.
● Participants will play a Pictionary-style drawing game 
in groups. After a few rounds spent playing in the same 
closed group, players will then be repeatedly shu!ed 
into new groups (this is a simplified version of the task 
in Granito, Tehrani, Kendal, Scott-Phillips 2019).
● The aim is to draw “icons for the world”. The game 
simulates the evolution of graphical symbols in 
contexts of cultural contact as well as the design 
procedure of testing icons aimed at a global audience.
…but are emoji 
really universal?
The universal aspiration of 
Unicode standard emoji 
might stay a utopia: emoji 
still vary in form and 
meaning
● Theoretical angle: languages 









Emoji versions across brands
● The brands and services that 
implement emoji—smartphone 
manufacturers, messaging apps, 
chat clients—can interpret and 
design their standard meanings 
slightly di!erently, often to 
reflect their corporate image
● t
Picasso’s bulls
● There is more than one way to 
represent the same thing, and 







emoji designer Colin Ford
● He talks about the 
multiple ways a 
certain thing can be 
represented, and 


















Emoji faces with 
cultural nuances
● However, most emoji 





in China, this does not mean happiness, 
but implies distrust, disbelief, or even that 
someone is humouring you.
In China, the angel emoji, which in the 
West can denote innocence or having 
performed a good deed, is used a sign for 
death, and may be perceived as 
threatening.
#
In some cultures, this is an upset face
Folded hands, 
person bowing and 
see-no-evil 
monkey
● Many emoji mean 
different things in 
different cultures
“Folded hands” have been commonly used as a high five, a prayer, 
Indian “namaste“ but it actually came from “please” or “thank you” 
in Japanese culture that brought the emojis to Unicode in 2010.
!
"#
The “person bowing”, known as a “dogeza” in Japan which is used 
to express a sincere apology or a deep favour that many have 
misinterpreted as “person doing push ups”, “excited”, “cute 
person”, “lying down for massage”
$
Commonly used in the West as expressing embarrassment, it 
actually means a wise person. The See-No-Evil monkey has hands 
covering his eyes, as part of the proverb “see no evil, hear no evil, 
speak no evil”.
Examples of Emoji 
Slang
● Emoji can take on a 
completely di!erent 
meanings than the 
institutional Unicode 
one. The have a life 





To be fabulous; to 
feel chill; it can also 
indicate that you are 
not bothered about 
something someone 
said about you
girls’ night out, but also 
sex workers.
used to express an 
exasperated “I don’t 





This emoji is supposed to 
indicate someone running so 
hard they leave a trail of 
smoke behind them, but it 
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3- Emoji and society

























Emoji are initially undiverse
and biased: they depict a white 
male heterosexual world; users 
are unsatisfied
● Theoretical angle: initially, emoji 
were semantically poor, they 
depicted a narrow world
Wallpaper by Carla Gannis
● Before 2015, emoji depicted a 





● She talks about 
power dynamics in 
the Unicode board 








Edberg and Davis’ 
note to Unicode
● Users are not 
satisfied by the 
range of existing 
emoji
Racial diversity
People petition for a 
recognition of racial 
diversity in emoji 
humans
● Theoretical angle: emoji start 
increasing expressivity and 
become a more fine-grained 
representation of the world
Petition for racial 
diversity by Alanna 
Curtis
● People see emoji as a 
place to start social 











tweet on racial 
diversity in emoji
● Vips support emoji 
campaigns and they 
go viral on social 
media
Oju Africa black 
smileys
● Oju Africa launched 
a set of “Afro” emoji
Skin tone palette










● Multiple short 
interviews about 
what people of 
colour think of the 
skin colour update: 
do they like it? Do 




couples: tweet + 
video
● Tinder submits a 
proposal to Unicode 
for inter-racial 
couple emojis
Touch screen + live 
survey: Couples’ 
emojis




Visitors can tap their 
couple type; the 
survey results show 
how many couples 








People petition for an 
equal representation of 
women




● Emoji had gender 
equality issues 
NY Times op-ed by 
A. Butcher








Interview to the 
Google team which 
designed women 
at work emoji
● They talk about their 
reasons for proposing 
women at work, 
cultural stereotypes 
and how the “women at 
work” emoji were born
Women at work 
emoji
● Unicode accepts the 
proposal and 
includes women at 
work
Interview with 
Lucy Russel (Plan 
International UK)
● She explains why we 
need a period emoji, 
what is period 







Contest of period 
emoji
● Plan International 
UK launched a 
contest to choose 
the period emoji to 
submit to Unicode; 
the winner was the 
period pants
Blood drop emoji
● Plan International 
proposal was rejected. 






women + M. Davies 
(Unicode)
● Davies explains 
Unicode’s reasons 
behind the choice of the 
blood drop emoji. In 
parallel, women express 
their opinions: What do 
they think of the drop of 




















● He talks about why 
gender-neutral emojis 
were needed, and how 


















People petition for having 
cultural traditions 
represented in emoji
● Theoretical angle: emoji 
expressivity is booming
Interview with R. 
Alhumedhi, 
proponent of hijab 
emoji
● She explains why 
she wanted a hijab 
emoji and how that 







Prototypes of headscarf emoji
● Hundred million Muslim women 
were not represented in emoji
Headscarf emoji
● Unicode accepted 





● Opinions: What do 
Muslim women 
think of the 
headscarf emoji? Do 
they feel 
represented? What 






Petition for a 
Hindu temple 
emoji
● While other religious 
temples were 




● Unicode accepted the proposal 
and included a Hindu temple 
emoji
Live Survey: “Are 
your beliefs 
represented? Y/N”
● By participating in 
the live survey, 
visitors can have an 
idea of how good a 









People petition for a having 
disabilities represented 
in emoji in a varied and 
positive way
● Theoretical angle: emoji 
expressivity might limit 
usability
Interview with P. Talbot (Scope)
● He explains why disability 
inclusive emoji are needed
Prototypes of disability emojis
● So far, there has been one 
generic icon (person on 
wheelchair) for disabilities; new 
emoji have been proposed for 
representing a variety of  







● Unicode added a set of emoji for 
specific disabilities
Quickfire interviews
● Opinions: What do disabled 
people think of the new emojis? 
Do they feel represented? Do 
they use them and how?
Carla Gannis, “The Garden of Emoji Delights” 
(or ad hoc work)
● Emoji are gradually 
changing to 








Emoji seem to be growing with 
no limitation
● Theoretical angle: will emoji 
sacrifice compressibility for 
expressivity? Will there be a 
limit?
Prototypes for new emojis by Emojination
● More emojis are going to be 
submitted every year
Audience contribution
● What emoji would you like to 
have, and why? Sketch your 
emoji and pin it on our wall
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Call to action – QR code (or similar technology)
● Would you like to submit an 
emoji proposal? Download the 
help package (it includes 
guidelines and template 
documents for the submission 















































A.3.4 Exhibition brief template 
 
Institutional purpose and content 
[For each venue, list their main programming criteria and requirements and how the 
theme you selected meets them] 
Venue 1 
Why did you select this venue? 
 
Institutional purpose (programming 
criteria, requirements, mission…) 





Institutional purpose and audiences 
[For each venue, list their audience segments; then list the segments you selected as the 
exhibition’s target; also specify the segmentation system used to profile them] 
Venue 1 segment 1 | segment 2 | segment 3… 




Segment 1 | segment 2 | segment 3… 
Segmentation system  
 
Audiences and content 
[For each target audience, list their most salient traits (needs, interests, motivations) 
and general principles of what the exhibition should offer to fulfil them (kind of stories, 
kinds of objects, style of interpretation, mode of engagement, ideas for programme of 
activities, educational activities etc.)] 
Segment 1  







A.3.5 Content package slide template 
 
 
 
	
	
1. What	story	does	it	tell?	
	
2. What	theoretical	notion	does	it	stand	for?	
	
3. Mode	of	engagement:	is	it	an	interactive?	
Is	it	digital	or	analogue?	Are	there	any	
parts	to	highlight	and	how?	Is	it	
illustrated	by	a	video/audio	description?	
	
[Object,	photograph,	
video,	audio,	book,	
analogue	interactive,	
digital	interactive	etc.]		
Name	of	item	
